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Theory, Invention, and Practice
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Nonetheless, we may feel the need The crucial problem was that sampledhe phrase “theory and practice
gap” is well known, and you that the theory we have developed is data systems contain two distinct time
have probably heard this expres- actually applied and indeed works sets: continuous and discrete. The plant
sion many times. Control and systems in reality. After all, we are engineers, works in continuous time while the
research is often inclined to theoreti- theoretical or not, and the ultimate controller operates in discrete time. To
cal studies, and our (theoretical) com- goal of engineering is to contribute to make a long story short, the advances of
sampled-data control theory in the early
munity has often been criticized for the welfare of our society.
In this column, I would like to write 1990s have made it possible to design a
being “too theoretical” and not relabout my own experience on theory, discrete-time controller that makes the conevant to “real applications.”
Of course, this viewpoint is overly invention, and practice, including how tinuous-time performance optimal.
simplistic, and such arguments can be refuted
based on the immense
number of applications
that we have produced in
our history. After all, who
could argue that Kalman
filtering is irrelevant to reality? Numerous fruitful
and concrete examples are
provided in the “Impact
of Control Technology”
[1]. Many more examples
can be found in IEEE
Transactions of Control
Systems Technology.
(From left) Jay Farrell, Steve Yurkovich, Yutaka Yamamoto, and John Baillieul at a breakfast table in the
Still, there is a dis- Renaissance Austin Hotel, during the February 2013 IEEE meeting series.
turbing element in the
phrase “theory and practice gap.” On one hand, theoreticians I became more interested in applicaThis study led me to consider
like to develop theories for their own tions and how that realization mate- whether there was a close connection
sake. They would like to view their rialized. I would like to share some between sampled-data control theory
problems in a universal, effective, thoughts on what I did right and per- and digital signal processing. In digital
and clear perspective and strive to haps more on what I should have done signal processing, there is also this dual
solve the problems in a general and but did not. I hope my two cents can nature of continuous- and discretefar-reaching context. On the other help some readers to become more time sets. At that time, the compact
hand, such a process is inevitably interested in inventions and get an idea disc format was well established, and
inclined toward abstraction, which of what we can do and how we can pro- there was a technique called oversamoften makes it difficult for the result- ceed from a tiny bit of a small idea.
pling DA converters. To understand this
ing theories to be readily appreciated
technique, suppose digital data f(1ℎ),
by practitioners.
f(2ℎ), …, have been collected with samAn invention
Let’s start with a little bit of background. pling period ℎ. Compact discs have ℎ =
I was studying sampled-data control 1/44100 s. Since digital data do not proDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MCS.2013.2258743
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theory from 1989 to the early 1990s. duce a sound, a hold device needs to be
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that could be achieved with a
introduced. By that time, it was
new method.
also recognized that it is better
As a side note, there was one
to subsample (i.e., oversample)
exception. A venture capitalthe given sampling period to
Simple
ist in Tokyo became interested
allow for a smoother interpolaZero-Order
in my new theory, and we
tion, as shown in Figure 1. This
0 h 2h 3h 4h 5h 6h 7h Hold
had worked together for two
idea was often justified by quotor three years. Unfortunately,
ing the sampling theorem [2],
there was a critical error in
which considers the reconstrucimplementing the algorithm in
tion of an analog signal with as
fixed-precision arithmetic, and
low of frequencies as possible
Oversampling
the method did not work as well
from sampled data.
0 h 2h 3h 4h 5h 6h 7h DA Converter
on an actual circuit board as in
I happened to be an audioemulations. I learned a precious
phile and had read about such
arguments several times by Figure 1 The contrast between standard zero-order lesson: always check the details
hold and oversampling DA conversion.
step by step for yourself. No
then but was left unconvinced.
excuse can save a failure.
If you follow the paradigm by
Shannon [2], you have to discard the observed with the conventional “linhigh-frequency components beyond ear phase” filters employed in CD A turnaround
the Nyquist frequency, but it appeared processing (see Figures 2 and 3). I was A little while later, I was contacted by
to be a waste to oversample so much encouraged by the result and tried to the Sanyo Electric Corporation. They
and still throw away all those high- convince various manufacturers to saw my Web page and were interfrequency components.
produce a DA converter based on this ested in image processing using my
It was then I came to realize a con- new theory.
filter. Skipping some of the details,
nection with sampled-data H-infinity
The outcome was disappointing. we started working together on
theory. Consider a low-pass filter Most people were very conservative
F(s) that acts on a exogenous signal and either were not interested in tryw to produce a target analog signal ing a new idea or else not ready to
1.5
y that gets sampled, to become a listen at all. Some said it would be
1
sampled signal y(nℎ), n = 1, 2, …. A yet another tone controller. One per0.5
sampled-data H-infinity optimiza- son asked, “what did our competitors
0
tion problem can be formulated by say?” In short, no one was eager to
- 0.5
a) upsampling (oversampling) y(nℎ) improve upon what they were doing
-1
to allow for intersampling interpola- in their day-to-day activities. Some
- 1.5
tion and b) designing a discrete-time were clearly worried about making
0
5
10
15
filter K(z) that minimizes the overall mistakes. Some people were incredTime (s)
error between the reconstructed sig- ulous. Some were just sticking to
nal v and delayed y(t − mℎ), against what they had learned from their old Figure 2 Time response of a convenall L 2 inputs w. This procedure may textbooks.
tional DA converter against a rectanguIn retrospect, their responses were lar wave, showing much ringing due to
sound complicated, but it is actually
quite straightforward once some- largely my mistake also. I was naïve the Gibbs phenomenon.
one knows how to do sampled-data enough to think that everyone in indusH-infinity design. I will not go into try would be very eager to have an
1.5
the full technical details here, which advantage over their competitors and
1
can be found in [3], but let me just that they would all strive to explore new
0.5
add that the crucial difference here opportunities. I mean nothing deroga0
is that the anti-aliasing filter F(s) is tory. I had forgotten a very basic prin- 0.5
not an ideal low-pass filter, unlike in ciple. We are all human, and everyone
-1
is afraid to try anything new when the
the Shannon paradigm.
- 1.5
outcome is uncertain. To make things
0
5
10
15
worse, my only demo was virtual, proMoving on
Time (s)
The result was remarkable. The result- cessed only in a personal computer, with
ing filter yielded a response with no real-time processing. It was prob- Figure 3 The response of the designed
virtually no ringing effect, as seen ably expecting too much to ask them to sampled-data filter against the same
in the Gibbs phenomenon normally imagine how the signal improvements rectangular wave.
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improving the sound quality of compressed audio. By that time, I had
learned my lessons and had already
produced a real-time demonstration.
The demo took the optical readout
of CD signals, which is processed by
upsampling four times (eight times in
a later model); see Figure 4.
This time, I was fortunate to have a
very enthusiastic collaborator, Mr. Koji
Fujiyama, at Sanyo Electric. He was
equally convinced that this method
opened an entirely new horizon for
restoring original analog sounds.
However, its production was by no
means straightforward. Fujiyama and
I were confronted with strong objections, similar to the ones I had heard
before. One objection was, “is there
an objective test to show that the new
method sounds better?” This was yet
another way of saying that they did
not wish to take the risk. If we think
about it carefully, there could be no
objective test since the answer is ultimately in your own brain.
A turning point came suddenly
when Fujiyama heard of a program
called PEAQ (Perceptual Evaluation
of Audio Quality) [4] that measures
perceived audio quality. The sampleddata filter (we later called it the YY
filter, rather pretentiously) greatly
improved the quality of compressed
audio, on average, by about 0.5 to 1, on
a scale of 5. Once this was shown, the
responses completely changed. After
the production of the first test chip
started, the new ideas and sound quality were well received by customers,
and we were suddenly surrounded
by supporters. The total production
of these sound processing chips by
Sanyo Semiconductor has reached
40 million in the last seven years.
The team of my colleague Masaaki
Nagahara, Mr. Fujiyama, and I had the
honor of receiving the 2012 Transition
to Practice Award of the IEEE Control
Systems Society.

Lessons
Well, what lessons did I learn from
these experiences? Let me start by listing some reasons for my early failures.

Figure 4 A prototype of an oversampling
DA converter that processes CD signals
and optimally recovers the frequency
range up to 175 kHz.

»» I assumed that everyone in industry was always very eager to
improve upon their products and
was looking for opportunities for
improvement. The fact is that
everyone is only human and,
unless success is certain, most
people will not risk anything.
»» Likewise, unless we provide a
real example, no one will believe
a new theory. Actual production
is often a complex process, and
it is not as routine as just implementing an algorithm.
There were some positive factors
also:
»» I had some previous knowledge
about high-end audio and knew
what I was talking about. This
yielded a strong motivation and
played an important role when I
had to talk to the people in
industry.
»» I did not quit. Of course it is discouraging to realize that others
do not agree with a good idea of
yours. You may need to listen to
them to persuade them, but you
should not be overly modest. No
one knows the future, and no
one can tell what it is like. Conviction can make a difference.
»» I had to produce an effective
demo, using digital signal processors. Someone might say that
“listening is believing.” Nothing is more convincing than
actually experiencing.
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»» I was lucky enough to have a collaborator who not only understands the idea but even the
theory itself. We made a good
team.
So what do we have to do to make
our theory or idea materialize in reality? From time to time, we get interesting ideas. Some ideas result in a patent.
But we should not jump on the dream
that the idea or patent will immediately yield a goose laying golden eggs.
Many people need to be convinced
and many problems need to be solved
before the idea gets anywhere near
actual production. You have a chance
to succeed only when
»» your idea is good
»» you are determined not to quit
»» you try to envision an industrial
viewpoint on the value of idea
and are able to convince people.
Bringing an idea into practice can
be a long and often disappointing, discouraging, or even degrading experience because no one sees the ingenuity of your idea in the first place.
However, if you succeed, you will certainly get satisfaction, not only as an
engineer who can see the outcome of
your invention but also as a theoretician who was able to “close the loop”
between theory and practice.
I ventured to write my personal
story about the actual production in
which I took part. I hope this journey
encourages you in making your inventions real.
I welcome your feedback. I can be
reached at yy@i.kyoto-u.ac.jp.
Yutaka Yamamoto
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